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About This Game

NYAN DESTROYER is a space shooter, where you have to destroy a myriad of lovely creatures. These creatures have already
enslaved most of the human population that is why people prefer to play carelessly with them, rather than destroy them... Their
brainwashing techniques haven’t yet touched you, so get in the spaceship and fight back against these sweet creatures!

In this game, you have to choose one of the nine spaceships, each of which has its own unique weapon and characteristics, and
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then go into open space to fight cute creatures.
The game includes 4 different zones, where there are their respective enemies. Almost every zone is different in mechanics and
creatures that inhabit it.
In addition to the nine unique weapons of each ship, you can also find eight additional types of weapons starting with the classic
machine gun and finishing with the cookies-bombs.
The game is endless and has a high score table, so you can compete for the first place around the world!

As you know, you’d fight fire with fire, and since your enemies are cute creatures, then you have not quite ordinary spaceships
at your disposal. In the game, there are 8 types of different combat ships that differ in built-in weapons and characteristics:
- Heart
- Guitar
- Pizza
- Watermelon
- Spinner
- Something triangular ¯\_(ツ)_/¯
- Butterfly
Sprinkle your enemies with pollen, shoot them with watermelon seeds or break them with the power of love!

During the battle, you can collect additional weapons in order to strengthen your fighting power and shoot at once from two
guns, the main and additional:
- Cookies-bombs;
- Shotgun;
- Machine gun;
- Rocket launcher;
- Rainbow flamethrower;
- Protective aura;
- Worm machine;
- Banana impulse.
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You have to face a lot of enemies of various kinds, which in the game as many as thirteen pieces, one of which is the main boss.
Destroy these insidious creatures and let your hand not falter in the face of the sweetest of them.

Sit down in your sweet ship and fly to destroy honey enemies by the power of scorching love!
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Title: NYAN DESTROYER
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Khokhlov
Publisher:
Khokhlov
Release Date: 30 Mar, 2018
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7, 8, 10
Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo
Memory: 512 MB RAM
Graphics: 512MB
Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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---{Graphics}--\u2610 You forget what reality is
\u2611 Beautiful
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Decent
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Don\u2018t look too long at it
\u2610 Paint.exe
---{Gameplay}--\u2610 Addictive like heroin
\u2610 Very good
\u2611 Good
\u2610 It\u2018s just gameplay
\u2610 Mehh
\u2610 Starring at walls is better
\u2610 Just don\u2018t
---{Audio}--\u2611 Eargasm
\u2610 Very good
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Not too bad
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Earrape
---{Audience}--\u2610 Kids
\u2610 Teens
\u2611 Adults
\u2611 Average Solitare Players
---{PC Requirements}--\u2610 Check if you can run paint
\u2610 Potato
\u2611 Decent
\u2610 Fast
\u2610 Rich boiiiiii
\u2610 Ask NASA if they have a spare computer
---{Difficulity}--\u2610 Just press \u201aA\u2018
\u2610 Easy
\u2611 Significant brain usage
\u2610 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Difficult
\u2610 Dark Souls
---{Grind}--\u2610 Nothing to grind
\u2611 Only if u care about leaderboards\/ranks
\u2610 Isnt necessary to progress
\u2610 Average grind level
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\u2610 Too much grind
\u2610 You\u2018ll need a second life for grinding
---{Story}--\u2610 Story?
\u2610 Text or Audio floating around
\u2610 Average depends an DLC
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Lovley
\u2610 It\u2018ll replace your life
---{Game Time}--\u2610 Long enough for a cup of tea
\u2610 Short
\u2610 Average
\u2611 Long
\u2610 To infinity and beyond
---{Price}--\u2610 There is no \u201eprice\u201c
\u2611 Worth the price
\u2610 If u have some spare money left
\u2610 Not recommended
\u2610 You could also just burn your money
---{Bugs}--\u2610 Never heard of
\u2611 Minor bugs
\u2610 Can get annoying
\u2610 Assassin\u2018s Creed: Unity
\u2610 The game itself is a big terrarium for bugs. I love this game. While the graphics are not quite what most people enjoy
these days, the storyline is amazing. The replayability of this game is unparallelled because you can do ANYTHING you want to
do. There are repercussions for doing stupid things like killing a main character, but the game will let you do it if you're strong
enough. As long as you're strong enough and spend your skill points wisely, you can go to any area of the game you want. It's a
game that requires a little strategical thought, and a whole lot of patience.. One of the best rhythm games on Steam!
If you like rhythm games go and buy it right now.
Sadly a lot of people never heard of this game, and I found it accidentally on a news post on moddb.
Quality is solid, has a great ingame latency adjustment and feedback.
Great original music!
Cool interesting story as well, but if you don't care about that you can just do free-play.
Gameplay is a mix of rhythm and "racing", the rhythm gameplay is like Beatmania\/DJMAX and Sound Voltex.
Overall great game and needs more exposure for sure!. Why do I feel like this is a cash grab of a game? Like other people have
reviewed, saying its only one minigame you play, they are not far off. Game is lacking in the current state, IMO.. TL;DR:
It's a neat game from a neat developer in a large, untapped game space. And it's cheap. If you've got a VR set, definitely buy it.
If you don't, maybe buy it anyway.
Pros:
-Novel concept
-Mind-tickling
-Large problem space, lots of mechanics for the developer to explore
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-Cheap
Cons:
-Simple
-Currently (3\/17) doesn't encourage use of the time visualization component enough, which is the bit that should set this game
apart
-The VR version crashed on me once when switching audio devices

Long, for those with trouble sleeping:
Way back in 2011 Achron exposed time as a navigable dimension. The analogy between time and spatial dimensions is stronger
in Achron than in any game before and any game since. In Achron time is a freely navigable ~10 minute window that resolutely
marches forward, as opposed to the zero-length window we're used to. While the game has (effectively) two spatial dimensions,
time acts much like a third. In my utterly amatuer opinion two major wrinkles held Achron back - a sub-par implementation of
RTS principles painstakingly perfected in other games, and immense complexity conveyed to the player in an unintuitive way.
Imagine if, instead of seeing a typical two-dimensional RTS map, you could only see one column of pixels at a time. You could
freely navigate the columns, but you could not see all of them at once. Imagine how much harder it would be to understand the
playing field, especially as the game progressed and the field changed. It is similarly difficult to understand time in Achron. The
player must select and view each time slice, a single scene does not convey the whole space.
zTime takes the time dimension and visualizes it along a spatial axis (the z axis I presume, hey that's probably where the name
comes from). You're on a two-dimensional obstacle course, and the paths of you and the obstacles are drawn over time along an
axis orthogonal to the obstacle course. They appear as contiguous lines. By aiming your future-position line between the futureposition lines of the obstacles, you can avoid them a few seconds in advance.
Even when projected onto a two-dimensional screen, the player can take in vastly more information about time when conveyed
visually. The VR experience is an ah-hah moment as well. Seeing that third dimension with stereoscopic depth cues dramatically
increases the fidelity of the information. zTime conveys time as a first-class navigable dimension in a way that Achron never
could, because zTime is a simpler game.
Unfortunately, zTime eliminates the mutability of time. The player observes time as a navigable dimension (navigable by the
eyes), but can only make changes in the current time slice. It's a little like Guitar Hero et al. in that way. The player can see the
future, but must make changes in the present. The past is therefore irrelevant and not shown. The earth-shattering mind-bendyness of Achron is notably lacking in zTime.
After playing zTime for maybe twenty minutes I had only one "hey that was pretty cool" moment, where I navigated the
obstacle course using the spatial representation of time more effectively than I would have used everyday prediction of the
movement of the obstacles. In many more cases, trying to utilize the time dimension resulted in my death, where navigating the
same obstacles without the fancy lines would have been trivial. All of the obstacles (up to level 11, at least) move in short-period
repeating patterns (or just follow you), so they are predictable. When there are many obstacles to keep track of, the time
visualization becomes helpful but not necessary. It seems like obstacles with random movements would make the time
visualization more rewarding. With unpredictable obstacles, the player would be forced to use the visualization of the future to
navigate the maze safely.
The developers made an interesting decision when deciding how to visualize the player's future position - your future-position
line assumes you will maintain your current acceleration indefinitely. This makes predicting where you will be in three seconds
easy, but makes it difficult to make small changes to your trajectory in the x\/y\/time 3D space. When you press a key to make a
minor modification, your future line shoots off in that direction, and you must release the key to see where you will end up
without input. It becomes a guess-and-check game, and you only have a few seconds. Using the Vive controllers makes this a bit
easier because it has a high-resolution trackpad for movement, instead of the measly four keys on your keyboard.

Other minor gripes:
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-there should be an obvious visual cue in future-position lines to indicate that an object hit and bounced off of a wall. The
change in direction from the bounce is easy to miss
-viewport zoom is unbounded, which is amusing
-on the Vive controllers, the trackpad is used to navigate menus, but the trigger is used to click. The more common convention
is to use the trackpad to click if you're using the trackpad to navigate

Final thought:
Personally, I think the developer missed an opportunity to pare down and polish Achron. Take that same time-bending engine,
incorporate it into a simpler RTS built on a generic game engine, and you've got yourself a compelling modern game with all
that mind-blasting goodness.. *Part of 3DMark. Quell is a series of puzzle games with simple rules. One controls orbs through
verious logic labyrinths to complete some tasks in as little amount of moves as possible.
Quell Memento is the most complex game of the Quell series.
It introduces a simple, but touching story. With solving levels an environment of first met ruined house slowly changes.
Tasks to complete are not only collecting all pearls and finding a hidden gem but also turning lights on, lighting up cristals and
looking for hidden passages.
Environment and music are perfect, just like in all Quell games. They make the game a truly relaxing production.
The game is not very hard in general. Finding perfect solutions for all levels can be hard though, but it is possible.
Quell is a title that stole my heart.
I absolutely recommend playing all games of this series.. pretty good
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not playable.. Little Lost Robots is the alternative to an IQ test game. There are 2 modes to complete the puzzles in order to get
3 stars. The least number of moves and the fastest times to get the robots home. Although the fastest times solution has already
been pre-determined, the optimum amount of moves are player determined! So the best solution for this game...may still come
from you! I can't believe such a simple game could have me hooked for hours just to get the best solution. I thought I was smart
until this game came along. And my IQ is 152...apparently not high enough for this game.. This game has no map, no difficulty,
no real story, and no ending.
There are only a few types of enemies, and the most common ones you fight throughout the entire game can be defeated by
crouching so their bullets move over you. I never took any health damage except at the start of the game before you get the
upgrade to negate fall damage.
The game claims to be a metroidvania game, but in truth it's completely linear. The optional areas- which contain nothing except
suit energy you don't need- only serve to make you waste time walking back and forth.
Basically, the entire game is fighting trivial enemies that are no threat, doing annoying platforming, and then the game abruptly
ends before anything interesting happens.
The game's "ending" is an anticlimax that felt like the developer just got bored of the game and decided to end it half way
through.
=========== SPOILERS BELOW ================
Yes, we all know that video game protagonists always manage to heroicly save the day despite a single person defeating hoardes
of enemies being completely implausible. There's a reason that games are like that. "Ending" the game by having your character
walk into a room and then die through some ambiguous explosion or earthquake or a ship falling on you or whatever that was
isn't some novel idea. It's just an annoying anticlimax that makes the game feel incomplete.. can i get a refund. If the original
IHH obvious errors had been fixed then this would have been utterly superb.......... but its only good in my view.......... I worked
on the real ones for 15 years........... so I know these ones inside & out........ deffo only a sale purchase in my view. This game is
great. I love the stealth aspect and trying to figure out how to get through all the levels without being detected. Id really
recommend this game to anyone who likes hardcore stealth.
There is a few things that I dont like. I wish there was a Save feature, even if the save feature was limited like only being able to
save 3 times would be so helpful. I also wish the silenced pistol actualy killed in 1 or 2 shots instead of using a whole clip on
someone.
but beyond those flaws its really fun and addicting
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